Background: Practitioners and researchers often found the intrinsic representations of high-dimensional problems has much fewer independent variables. However such intrinsic structure may not be easily discovered due to noises and other factors. A supervised transformation scheme RST is proposed to transform features into lower dimensional spaces for classification tasks. The proposed algorithm recursively and selectively transforms the features guided by the output variables. Results: We compared the classification performance of linear classifier and random forest classifier on the original data sets, data sets being transformed with RST and data sets being transformed by principle component analysis and linear discriminant analysis. On 7 out 8 data sets RST shows superior classification performance with linear classifiers but less ideal with random forest classifiers. Conclusions: Our test shows the proposed method's capability to reduce features dimensions in general classification tasks and preserve useful information using linear transformations. Some limitations of this method are also pointed out.
column of a matrix M are denoted by m(i) and m j , respectively. We use sample and data point interchangeably to refer to an observation in the data set.
Classification tasks
Given a dataset X ∈ R m×n (m samples and n features) and its corresponding class y ∈ {c 1 , . . . , c c } m . The classes are c; y i is sample X(i)'s ground truth class. Let x be a row/sample in X, θ be the model parameters.
A classification task is to construct classifier h(θ) : x → y from the seen examples (X, y) such that for an unseen set of examples X pred , h(X pred , θ) will be as close as possible to y pred . The modelling process involves minimizing the empirical error between y and h(X, θ), denoted asÊ(y, h(X, θ)). To avoid h over-fits (X, y), the complexity of h is penalized in terms of its some kind of norm ||h(·)|| p . Therefore a classifier can be trained by solving:
Support vector machine
Support vector machines (SVM) is a classic classification algorithm. In the case of twoclass classification task (y ∈ {c 1 , c 2 } m ), it minimizesÊ(y, h(X, θ)) by attempting to place a hyperplane, f (X) = wX + w 0 , between data points from class c 1 and c 2 . The classifier h(X pred ) returns a vector of positive or negative signs to indicate the labels of X pred .
h(X) = sign (wX
The hyperplane, often known as decision plane, is then optimized to maximize it's minimal distance to data points from c 1 and c 2 (also known as the margin). Vapnik showed thatÊ(y, h(X)) can be minimized by maximizing the margin [5] . A penalizing term C is used to control the magnitude of the decision plane misplacing a particular sample x i ∈ X on the other side. The model complexity can be penalized by minimizing w's L 1 norm ||w|| or L 2 norm ||w|| 2 [6] 
In the proposed algorithm w are used to indicate the feature's contribution to a discriminative model. Since w defines the direction of the hyperplane separating two classes of data points in the n dimensional space, a w i ∈ w(i = 1, . . . , n) closing to zero indicates the plane is nearly orthogonal to the i th axis. This intuition has been used in Recursive Feature Elimination [7] method. Figure 1 is a plot of such weights .
Recursive feature elimination
Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) is a supervised feature ranking and selection technique. It use a classifier's feature-related weights as the feature importance metrics, such w in SVMs or the coefficients in Fischer's linear discriminator [7, 8] .
With a desired numbers of features fixed and number of features s to be removed in each step, RFE starts by training a classifier on all training samples. Recursively it eliminates features with the s lowest importance until the desired numbers of features has been reached.
Fig. 1
Weights from the first label of faces data set Darker color indicates higher importance. Positive importances is the magnitude of feature's contribution in classifying this label against the rest, negative is for the rest against this label
Principle component analysis
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a feature transformation method that finds a sets of orthogonal components that explain the maximum variance out of the samples. It can also be used to reduce dimensionality of the samples by projecting them to a lower dimensional space (principle component) [9] .
PCA algorithm starts with subtracting the mean of X for all x i ∈ X. Then it computes a covariance matrix
by singular value decomposition. Afterwards it finds the eigenvectors with k(k < m) greatest eigen value as the orthogonal components. For a transformation matrix A of size m × k using k eigenvectors. The projection of X to a k-dimensional space is XA.
Feature extraction with SVM
Tajiri et al. proposed a method based for feature extraction using the weight coefficients of a learnt linear SVM classifier for binary classification problems [10] . The intuition is that assume the decision boundary of a linear SVM perfectly discriminates both classes, then the orthogonal hyper plane of the decision boundary, which is determined by the weight coefficients, is an ideal projection plane for the data points to be projected on to embed the discriminative information into the transformed data points.
Recursive Selective Feature Transformation (RST) for classification tasks

Feature importance
w from the linear SVM model can be seen as how much contribution does each of feature make to form the decision plane.
From a geometric perspective, if w i = 0, the axis of dimension i is then parallel to the decision plane. Such situation indicates that the decision plane does not split the samples into two classes in dimension i; in other words, with feature i the SVM model cannot discriminate the samples.
If w i = −1 or 1, the axis of dimension i is then orthogonal to the decision plane, which indicates the only by feature i can the decision plane discriminate the samples. In most cases w i does not reach − 1 and 1.
Feature importance vector v
In a binary classification setting where |c| = 2, our feature importance vector v ∈ [0, 1] n takes the absolute values of weight vector w ∈ [−1, 1] n .
In a multi-class setting |c| > 2, a k-class classification problem is solved by One-versusRest [11] scheme, which is an ensemble of k classifiers with each of them trained by discriminating training data from c i ∈ c against the rest (c/c i ). In a k class setting there are k ws, denoted as W ∈ [−1, 1] k×n from all sub classifiers in the ensemble, then v is taken as the mean vector of absolute values of W .
Recursive Selective Feature Transformation (RST)
Consider the hypothetical dataset X has m rows of examples and n columns of features. We adopted an improved version of the SVM feature extraction method by Tajiri et al. [10] . In short, Tajiri, et al. 's method projects data points on the linear decision plane's orthogonal plane. Naturally projecting the data points to a hyper-plane in the feature space reduces dimensionality by 1, in other words the projected data points have dimensionality of n − 1, thus this approach maintains data points' inter-class separation while reduces dimensionality.
Therefore reducing the dimensionality to a much smaller number, say k, requires data points being projected n − k times, which involves training SVM model n − k times. Since the approximated time complexity of training a linear SVM model is O(max(m, n)min(m, n) 2 ) [12] , assume data sets normally have much more rows than columns, that is m >> n, the time complexity of Tajiri, et al. 's method in this scenario is around O(m(n − k)n 2 ), which is expensive to compute for high dimensional data.
To speed up the dimensionality reduction process, RST uses SVM's weight vector to selected top-k important features from the feature importance vector (Eq. 4) to reduce the weight vector to length k, and project data points onto a k-dimensional feature subspace determined by the reduced weight vector. Thus k can be used as a parameter to determine the desired dimensionality. (RST Step 1) Projecting data points using weights corresponding to those less important features is not ideal since these features contributed less to form current decision plane. They may represent redundant or other non-informative information and therefore can normally be discarded as seen in RFE. A linear decision plane may not generalise on those less important features, therefore RST performs dimensionality reduction on these features with RST Step 1. (RST Step 2).
To further improve the transformation quality while reduce the dimensionality, RST Step 1 and RST Step 2 will run recursively. The time complexity of a combined step of RST step 1 and 2 is around O(mn 2 ). In implementation we substitute linear SVM [13] for logit model (l2-regularised, stochastic gradient descent solver with hinge loss) on problems with over 10,000 samples to cope with the potential cache issue of SVM.
Furthermore, multi-class problem can be difficult for feature extraction based on linear SVM models. The usual approach dealing with multi-class problem is One-versus-Rest (OvR) ensemble [11] . Through this approach, a k class problem leads to k decision functions, i.e., k weight vectors and k corresponding intercepts, each of them represents the model for each "one class versus the rest of classes" problems. Obviously averaging the weight vectors, as in the linear models, brings little benefits in terms of generalisation. In RST the i-th (i ∈[ 1, k] ) projection matrix is learnt from the i-th weight vectors in the ensemble. Thus upon training a classifier, the i-th sub-classifier in the OvR ensemble learns on data set that has been transformed by the i-th projection matrix, see Fig. 2 for illustration. Upon predicting an unknown sample, RST transforms the sample will be by the k projection matrices into k transformed samples for the ensemble to predict.
Methods
Evaluation procedures
The experiments runs for 32 iterations. At each iteration the data set is randomly split with train-test ratio of 3:2. Transformations are learnt by RST, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14] and PCA on the training set, then both of the training and testing set are transformed with the learnt transformer. RST runs for 6 recursions. Transformation learnt from each recursion were benchmarked. For comparison the number of output features from PCA and LDA is set the same as the number of dimensions of each transformed data set by RST. Due to the nature of LDA, the number of features after dimensionality reduction is strictly less than the number of classes.
The values of data sets has been scaled to [0, 1] without any centering, no missing values or outliers (within +-1.5 IQR) present. Random forest classier and Linear SVM classifier with L 2 norm penalty and hinge loss is used as the benchmark classifier.
We evaluate the classification performance via multi-class logarithmic loss [15] :
where N is the number of samples being tested, C is the number of classes, log is the natural logarithm, y i,c is 1 if observation i is in class c and 0 otherwise, and p i,c is the predicted probability that sample i is in class c. This metric takes into account the uncertainty of the classifier's prediction according to how much it varies from the actual class label. That Fig. 2 Example of RST The leftmost plot is the original data set with 3 classes; on its right are 3 transformations learnt by RST. Each of the classes can be seen separated from the rest of the two classes. The classifier will be an ensemble of 3 sub classifiers. Upon training a classifier, the i-th sub-classifier in the ensemble learns on data set that has been transformed by the i-th projection matrix. Upon predicting an unknown sample, the sample will be transformed by the 3 projection matrices into 3 transformed samples for the ensemble to predict is, lower log loss indicates higher confidence that a classifier makes a correct prediction. Incorrect predictions or uncertain predictions will yield higher log loss. However naturally linear SVM does not make probabilistic prediction, we obtained it by calibrating our linear SVM model using Niculescu-Mizil's method [16] via a 3-fold cross-validation.
Data sets
Eight data sets are used to evaluate the proposed method:
Results
The comparison of Random Forest and SVM performance on original datasets, linear discriminate analysis (LDA) transformed data sets, PCA transformed data sets and RST transformed data sets is in Tables 1 and 2 .
Discussion
Among all the transformer (original -no transformation, RST, LDA, PCA) + classifier (Random Forest, Linear SVM) combinations, SVM combined with RST transformation has the best classification performance (lowest logarithmic loss) over all other combinations on all the data sets except for sonar and letter. It is noteworthy to mention that none of the transformations improves the classification performance over the original (un-transformed) data set. While on letter data set RST+SVM performs better than original+SVM by a small margin but being outperformed by original+RandomForest.
Generally RST works better with linear SVM classifiers than with the non-linear Random Forest classifiers. With non-linear Random Forest Classifier RST, along with other two feature transformers even deteriorates the classification performance. This is not surprising since Random Forest's feature extraction techniques is to use multiple random feature subspaces, i.e. multiple random splits over features; if the set of extracted features are optimised to be useful and compact, its random subspace is surely a less useful representation.
In most of the cases RST reduces the dimensionality and steadily reduces the log loss at the same time, up to a point where the log loss stops to decrease or starts to increase. Therefore in practice is preferable to add a sub set of data to validate the feature transformer learnt by RST while training RST so that RST stops learning when not seeing any improvement over log loss.
Conclusion
The results show that RST is able to extract a fraction of the features from high dimensional data set that improves the classification performance from our empirical In bold are the best score (lowest log loss) on the corresponding data set. Results for sonar: rock vs mine sensory readings, hand written digits, hand written letter recognition, glass identification and iris experiments. However it is performance is not up to the state-of-art. For instance, in Otto Group Classification Challenge data set [17] , our result is only comparable to the results from the second quartile, which is typically from gradient boosted tree models with feature engineering. It is noteworthy to mention that three major limitations of RST needs further improvement. Firstly, the process of feature selection via SVM weights is not a smooth process, thus optimising RST via efficient numeric methods, for instances, stochastic gradient descent, is infeasible. Secondly, RST algorithm essentially stacks multiple linear transformations. Although fitting data with linear models are fast and efficient, stacked linear transformations are still not capable enough capture the nonlinearity in the feature space. Thirdly, RST embeds discriminative information into the input space (feature space) from the output space (class labels). If some outputs (classes) are similar [25] or some samples are mislabelled, RST will make less ideal transformations. 
